
Impact of Pulmonary Embolism Response Team (PERT) at a Regional Academic Center in 
Southern California

Background
Pulmonary Embolism Response Teams (PERT) have been employed
worldwide in an effort to provide multidisciplinary expert discussion to
assess the severity of pulmonary embolism (PE) and provide timely,
appropriate, and individualized treatment.1 PE is a major cause of
morbidity and mortality, being the third most common cause of
cardiovascular death with 150,000-200,000 hospitalizations estimated
each year.2 Diagnosis and treatment of PE can be challenging and
PERT implementation has shown that the multidisciplinary approach
influences clinical decision making. 2 A recent meta-analysis also
showed an increase in the utilization of advanced therapies without
associated increase in bleeding, shorter length of stay (LOS), and a
trend towards lower mortality when PERT is involved. 3, 4
Provider satisfaction is a large component of PERT. A study at the
University of Colorado, revealed that enhancing team dynamics,
including delegating non-medical tasks to various ancillary staff
affected provider interaction with patients, including increased
engagement.5 Similarly, by having a team-oriented discussion
regarding PE management, the provider can be more confident in the
recommendation given to the patient and also improve time spent
with the patient.
At our regional academic medical center, PERT was implemented in
2021 and initial feedback was obtained 6 months later from providers
that requested a PERT consult via an anonymous survey.

Conclusions
At LLUMC, we conducted an anonymous survey to receive
feedback from providers who consulted PERT.

Main results:
Ø Overall provider satisfaction and confidence in PERT was 71%.
Ø 80% of participants felt that a PERT consult improved patient
outcomes.

Ø Satisfaction with promptness of response was noted by 55%
participants.

Ø PERT response time of less than one hour was reported by the
majority of survey participants.

Limitations of survey:
Ø Restricted distribution criteria (survey only sent to providers
deemed to have a high probability of consulting PERT).

Areas for improvement identified:
Ø Creation of more specific guidelines for PERT activation.
Ø Need for shorter response times
Ø Optimize the process to reduce ED length of stay while waiting
for relevant imaging studies (i.e.: echocardiograms).

Ø Lack of proper education regarding the utilization of outpatient
PERT clinic follow-up for ED or inpatient discharges (64.3% of
participants stated they were “unsure” regarding whether PERT
activation improves outpatient care).

Conclusion:
Our survey of practitioners revealed high satisfaction and perceived
efficacy of PERT consultation and provided important directions for
improvement in the PERT services. Larger local and PERT
consortium-based data analysis is needed to further
evaluate/confirm these findings.

Methods
A series of seventeen survey questions written to elicit feedback
regarding PERT were approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at Loma Linda University Medical Center (LLUMC).
Participants were provided an email link to complete the anonymous
survey. The survey was distributed to providers who were most likely
to consult PERT including hospitalists, emergency department (ED),
intensivists, trainees, practitioners, cardiologists, oncologists, among
others. The survey was circulated via a Qualtrics link sent by email
distribution over a 2 month period (April to June 2022).
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Figure 1. Consultant 
Demographics
Of the 42 total responses
by June 2022, the majority
(43%) were by Emergency
Department (ED) physicians,
hospitalists/nocturnists at 21%
and “Other” at 19% of whom, 3
of 7 were from the Cardiology
department.

The remaining included:
Trainees (12%), Nurse
Practitioners and Physician
Assistants (2.4%), Ob/Gyn, and
Intensivists from other ICU
(SICU/NICU) (2.4%).

Figure 3. PERT Feedback
Majority of providers (86%) believed PERT possibly or definitely led to better outcomes,
including, shorter time to treatment (50%), fewer complications (64.3%), better inpatient care
and follow-up (79%), and less provider time spent in coordinating consultants (54.8%). Less
than 40% believed PERT activation decreased length of stay (LOS).

Other Results
Most providers (64.3%) consulted PERT between 1-3 times. 81% of respondents indicated
they would consult PERT again and recommend it to others. A majority of providers (67%) also
noted that the time of day (AM or PM) the consult was placed did not affect response time.
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Figure 2: Provider 
Satisfaction

- 71% of providers
indicated satisfaction
with overall PERT
consultation experience

- 55% of providers
expressed satisfaction
with promptness of
response to initial PERT
alert


